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Following the Black Block:
Pragmatic Depression, Action and Aftermath
Sam Gould

Two days ago marked four years in Iraq. Demonstrations were planned for American
cities and towns countrywide. One week ago today I fucked up my foot pretty badly. Going
up for a jumper against a friend during our weekly basketball game, I came down on top of
his foot; my ankle rolled, and everyone on the court stopped as they heard a loud crack
and pop. I stumbled around, hoping it wasnÊt anything too serious. It isnÊt really, but IÊm still
limping around, and my foot is black and blue and yellow. As well, adding insult to my injury,
I missed the shot.
I havenÊt been able to exercise in way too long, and now I am feeling fat and lazy. In this
mood, on Sunday, 18 March 2007, as people gathered in downtown Portland and
elsewhere around the country to protest our unending, and unwitting, involvement in this
war, I was slowly limping my way up Broadway with Laura, dragging my bad right foot
behind us, on our way to the spot designated for the protesters to gather. As we passed
Pioneer Square, across the street, a woman shouted nonstop to anyone who would listen.
Angered by the thought of the protests set to occur that day, she yelled as Laura and I
passed her by, „My son is in Iraq! DonÊt bend over for the enemy!‰
„Is this supposed to be ÂfolkÊ music?‰ I asked Laura as we arrived at the park. Outside
our cityÊs half-assed Art Museum a warmed-over neo-folky sang a song about the troops:
sons, daughters, mothers and fathers. A fair amount of people were scattered around. We
arrived at the park at the bottom of a rise, and I wasnÊt able to get a great take on the
numbers in attendance. Four years and a few days earlier, uninjured, Laura and I had walked
the streets of Portland protesting the impending start of this war that we have become so
complacent towards in the intervening years. We walked the streets with ten of thousands
of others. For months leading up to that day, with regularity, people had taken to the
streets, blocked traffic, bridges. We walked with those tens of thousands of others and I
thought something might actually happen, that the sheer number of those in attendance
might affect our governmentÊs approach, and diplomacy might prevail. A few days after
those protests four years ago, I stood in the Jockey Club, the bar attached to the first
apartment I had lived in after moving to Portland in 1999 from Brooklyn, New York. Drinking
a 75¢ can of Pabst, I saw helicopters hover over protesters blocking traffic on the Morrison
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Bridge, the police beating them, and I began to realise that the years we had in store for
us were going to be just as bad as I had imagined in the back of my mind.
Instead, they have been worse because I have stopped seeing those images: no more
people in the streets, no more helicopters circling over groups of concerned citizens as
they were pepper-sprayed, wrists bound with zip-ties. Silenced. The Jockey Club with its
leaning façade, its walls you could feel the breeze through, is now also gone.
My foot beginning to ache a little, having to skirt around people, Laura and I wound our
way through the crowd getting closer to the bandstand that had been erected for the
gathering. We kept walking, trying to get a bead on the scope of the dayÊs event, wanting
to see how many people were there. „What are the numbers like?‰ Even as the thought went
through my head, I couldnÊt help but consider, „But what does it matter how many people
are here?‰ I wondered how many others thought the same, and stayed away. Or came
anyway, quietly, secretly disheartened like I was. Earl Blumenauer – one of our Senators –
spoke, as did our Mayor, Tom Potter – the former Police Chief. I was both pleased and
confused by their presence, thinking maybe their being there was a sign that the tide was
turning. From the stage Potter said, „In the late 1960s, during Vietnam, I lived in Portland,
and I stayed silent. Today, I say to you, I will stay silent no more‰. The local president of the
ALF-CIO got up on the bandstand and spoke out against the war. All well and good, but
Blumenauer had voted against the war every chance he could, and Potter, very early on,
voiced his complaints against the FBI and their hubris under the Patriot Act within their work
in Portland. Were these the figureheads taking risks we really needed? What risks were they
taking, as they had already shown their spark?
The march slowly began, and it was near silent. I said to Laura, „Where is everyone our
age?‰ The crowd around us all looked either older, or much younger, college-age kids. As
we crept along, the energy, the possibilities inherent in the day, slowly but surely dissipated.
So many present, quite literally, kept silent. In a little over 40 minutes we had circled back
around on our prescribed route worked out between the marchÊs organisers and the city.
We ran into Gabriel, and Laura took off to get a few hours in at work. Gabriel had just
gotten off work, and immediately biked across the Burnside Bridge to the march. I saw him
up the road as we approached him, leaning on his bicycle, taking it all in. He seemed a little
dazed as he stared at the people slowly passing by. Leaving Laura to walk to her office,
Gabriel and I followed the rest of the marchers back up to the park, took a seat and began
to talk about the day. I voiced my uneasiness about the proceedings. „What were marches
good for?‰ I asked. An antiquated system that worked in the past, yet only in great numbers.
And numbers alone are a questionable factor in those histories. What good does it do with
an administration that openly comes out and says that public opinion means nothing to
them and their ÂresolveÊ? Those were BushÊs sentiments after marches in the days before
the war began. What would their reaction be now?
Still – even still – I couldnÊt help but think it mattered, no matter how seemingly futile.
Getting up to keep looking around, we walked down Park Avenue south towards Burnside.
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We watched the various groups mingling around: men on stilts dressed in spandex and
sparkles, elderly women in sweatshirts emblazoned with doves, earnest college kids in
baseball caps, sporting school colours. We wove our way through the crowds, sidewalk to
street, and back again. We passed a group of red-and-black anarchist kids trying to form a
counter-march. Standing on the street corner, one kid repeatedly shouted, „Whose streets?
Our streets!‰ The designated flag-bearer waved around the black flag, large and dense,
fastened to a thick and sturdy stick.
Suddenly a scream comes from the crowd of Black Blockers, „ItÊs happening down
there! Now!‰ They rush down the street, and I canÊt help for an instant admire their zeal as
I see (and hear!) the large black cloth of their flag snap and crack as it follows them,
whipping through the wind.
Gabriel and I briskly follow. Arriving to find a phalanx of bike cops, dressed in yellow
and black, attempting to corral the red-and-black faction of anarchist kids. The cops throw
their bikes down on the street and attempt to form a velocipedel barricade between the
various factions gathering on all sides. An officer blasts a healthy dose of pepper spray
pointblank into the face of a man yelling at him. Shouts of „Tell me what a police state looks
like? This is what a police state looks like!‰ rise above the din. An anarchist biker with a
trailer equipped with speakers provides a backbeat to the proceedings. As I see the riot
cops lining up on the road – black helmets, Kevlar heel to scalp, big black clubs and
menacing automatic rifles – the bike cops reconnoitre, and circle around the protesters on
all sides of them, waiting for backup. The mounted police come in. The horses clumsily
attempt to hop over the tires of the bike cops. Dressed in a striped sweater and a collar,
khaki pants and a winter hat, I situate myself in the middle of the street. Horses, bicycles
and the police move about me; the bike cops, now using their bicycles as battering rams,
pushing the bystanders to the sidewalk. No one touches me. I am invisible.
As other protesters – 10, 20 feet away, in various directions – are pushed, pulled and
pepper-sprayed, I stand and watch. Nothing happens to me: camouflaged, I throw down my
middle-class colours in a haze of normality, in dark contrast to the scuffle As the riot cops
begin to circle, and I find myself surrounded by them on all sides, I decide that it is best to
quit the street for the sidewalk.
Standing there, behind a police line of yellow bike shorts and bicycles, I canÊt help but
resurrect the same feelings that I had felt further up the street. WhatÊs the point of this
confrontation? I am elated by the energy, and action, but the misguided sense of purpose
makes me think it is all for naught. No matter how full of life – a fullness that has been so
often missing in the last few years – what is to be achieved here? A girl in nothing but baggy
cotton menÊs underwear, with electrical tape over her nipples, repeats the rallying cry as
she sits atop someoneÊs shoulders, „Tell me what a police state looks like? This is what a
police state looks like!‰ I want to be here, present, and available. I want to be part of the
living, and this carries all the outer hallmarks of life with it – shouting, hustle, selflessness
and spirit – but what for? Where to?
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Soon, bored and not wanting to admit it, Gabriel and I walk around to try and find better
vantage points for observing the action. After a while we walk over to Pioneer Square. I look
for the woman from earlier, but sheÊs nowhere to be found.
I canÊt shake the feeling of uselessness the day blanketed me in: the uselessness in old
forms, and the overarching fear in not following them. What is our moment right now? I
cannot tell if I am moving forward or backward. So often I do not feel discernable movement
at all, though I am moving as much as I think I can. Where does the energy go? So much
energy is exerted, nationwide, yet each day it seems to begin anew, even though its battery
is busted and uncharged. As Ginsberg wrote, „America, I have given you my all and now I
am nothing‰. But I know that this cannot be the case. Am I correct, America? I agree with
the college kids,and the elderly grandmothers sporting the dove sweatshirts. I am in
solidarity with the man in the sparkles and spandex, towering over me, 10 feet tall on his
stilts. I envy the energy of the black flag. But still, we are not united, even when we are in
agreement. We are a nation steeped in dark nothingness: in oppression overlooked, in
corporate slaughters and grandfather-clause1 racism. That is, until we turn that nothing
inside out, recognising that we, ourselves, and our country alike, are here for this world,
and not the next. This cyclical energy has re-circulated through generations again and again.
We dress as Indians and commit acts of beatific treason, throwing our tea overboard into
the harbour, as often as we put on white sheets to hide our acts of hideous racist violence.
We rise up against child labour, we rise up against war, we rise up against police violence
and fixed elections, we rise up against mistreatment of our veterans, we rise up against the
murder of innocents, we rise up, again and again, against racism and bigotry. We place
flowers in the guns of our own soldiers, and make the Pentagon levitate off its foundation.
When the occasion calls for it we refuse to rise up. Instead we sit, and continue to ask for
a meal, for service, for a seat in the front of the bus. We go limp as they drag us out of the
door to be booked. Though we are sometimes slow to act, we always listen and respond,
with vigour. We have, time and again, acted.
But the waiting ! I am so impatient. I cannot wait any longer, and I am so confused. For
seven years each day has stretched, and I feel so complicit within this game, as our
government pushes us further towards the edge. Each day I wonder if I am looking the other
way. Do you feel this way too, America? Do you worry that you too are a secret killer in the
night, sleepwalking through history? Or are we equally awake, both of us, but equally afraid
to act?
Gagged by economics, by race, by religion and sex, are we afraid to be friendless at
home, at the expense of being the foe of the many abroad? I want to harness the energy of
the Black Block and hear the snap of the flag as I stand by the side of grandmothers in
dove-emblazoned sweatshirts while they dance in the streets with the anarchist girls in the
red-and-black formation. I want to live in an America once again, suddenly, born into the
realisation that all informed action is protest. That protest equals positivity and progression,
not regression. I desire protest partying, protest shopping, protest eating, protest fucking,
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protest walking, building, driving, lifting, stretching, pulling, reading, listening, watching,
documenting. I want it. I am selfish for action, and energy. Selfish for progress. I want to
move -- and America, I know you know how to dance. YouÊve danced so beautifully in the
past. You have the moves.
We are not a nation of wallflowers. Come out of your shell, America, I want to dance
with you.
Note
1.

In order to limit the number of black votes, Southern states typically created a number of hurdles to be
cleared before citizens could vote. These typically included certain taxes, property ownership
qualifications, and educational or literacy tests. Since the imposition of these requirements could also have
an impact on the number of poor whites voting, Southern legislatures introduced the Âgrandfather clauseÊ,
which exempted voters from the restrictions if their grandfathers had voted. This clearly eliminated the
blacks. It was not till 1915 that the grandfather clauses were voided by the Supreme Court as a violation
of the 15th Amendment, which states: „The rights of the citizens of the United States to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of race, colour or previous condition
of servitude‰. See http://www.u-s-history.com/pages/h426.html

